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Antonia Mossa from 

salon bespoke styled 

the bride’s hair and 

fancy face inc. 

provided makeup.  

Tara’s diamond 

engagement ring and 

the couple’s wedding 

bands were 

purchased from jim 

turner’s fine gems.  
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5 i v e 1 5 i f t e e n  p h o t o  c o m p a n y

TA R A
T R I S TA Nand

T oronto-based couple tara paluzzi and tristan armstrong first crossed 
paths at a softball tournament in 2010, but the timing wasn’t right. 
two years later, they met again at the calgary stampede and have 

been inseparable ever since. In the spring of 2014, while enjoying a stroll along the 
Toronto waterfront, Tristan proposed, but Tara didn’t realize what was happening 
at first! As he began to tell Tara how much he loved her, she unsuspectingly 
interrupted to tell Tristan what he meant to her as well! When he bent down on 
one knee, it all became clear and Tara happily said, “yes!” 

Tara and Tristan were married on July 4, 2015 in Toronto, Ontario. The couple 
hired event designer and planner Soha Lavin of countdown events planning 
& design to make their wedding day dreams a reality. “We are so incredibly fortunate 
that Tristan’s sister introduced Soha to us, there was no question that she was the 
only person we would trust to plan the best day of our lives,” says the couple, who 
were thrilled to learn the Vancouver-based planner has expanded her business to 
include Toronto/Eastern Canada.

On the morning of the wedding, Tara got ready at the four seasons hotel 
toronto. She wore a Romona Keveza gown from kleinfeld hudson’s bay 
accessorized with a crystal-encrusted Romona Keveza belt and a vintage, tulle veil 
that had belonged to Tristan’s great grandmother. “She wore it at her wedding in 
1910 and it has since been passed through generations. It was incredibly meaningful 
to be wearing a true Armstrong family heirloom,” notes Tara. 

Her crystal haircomb was on-loan from Tristan’s sister, Chelsea, and served as her 
“something borrowed,” while her crystal bracelet was a gift from her mother and 
served as her “something new.” Both pieces of jewellery were by designer Elsa 
Corsi. For added sentimental value, the bride carried a beaded vintage clutch that 
belonged to her Nonna Nina who had passed away just a few weeks before                       
the wedding.

C O O L  I N D U S T R I A L  E L E M E N T S  PA I R E D  W I T H  T R A D I T I O N A L  G L A M O U R
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The traditional Catholic wedding ceremony took place at st. basil’s catholic parish. The couple’s mothers used 
Tara and Tristan’s original baptismal candles to light a unity candle during the ceremony to symbolize the beginning 
of their new life together. “Seeing Tara with her dad as she walked down the aisle took my breath away,” remembers 
Tristan.

Frank Rea of forget me not flowers of oakville produced all of the floral designs for the wedding. Frank created 
Tara’s bouquet with a gorgeous mix of David Austen garden roses and peonies. The stems were wrapped with silk 
ribbon and pinned with pearls. 

Tristan was dressed in a custom, 

navy blue and black tuxedo from 

made clothing. His shoes were 

designed by Salvatore Ferragamo 

and Tara gave him a Rolex watch 

as a wedding gift. 

palettera custom  

correspondences designed  

the wedding stationery including 

a custom monogram that  

was incorporated across the  

event decor.

Bridesmaids wore Amsale dresses 

from white toronto and Swarovski 

crystal earrings gifted to them by Tara. 

After the ceremony, the couple drove to the reception in a vintage Rolls-Royce.  

A charming “just married” sign was attached to the car, also accented with floral. 

“The ten-minutes Tristan and I had together alone driving from the ceremony to 

the reception was one of my favourite moments of the day,” recalls Tara. “It was 

really special to be able to relish in what had just happened.” 
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Soha Lavin of countdown events planning & design and Frank Rea of forget 
me not flowers of oakville created a glamorous, urban garden-like setting 
for the couple’s reception at Toronto’s evergreen brick works. The reception 
decor featured round guest tables that were covered with linens from luxe linen 
and paired with crystal Chiavari chairs from detailz couture event rentals. 
Tall, white floral centrepieces in crystal vases and table numbers in modern, silver 
frames decorated every table.

The couple’s long head table was placed in the centre of the room and decorated 
with a breathtaking, suspended floral installation created by forget me not 
flowers of oakville. The installation featured a waterfall of white wisteria, 
lush greenery, and a row of sparkling crystal chandeliers. Crystal candelabras 
interspersed with a series of tall and low floral arrangements completed the 
opulent table design.  

INDUSTRIAL-CHIC MEETS GLAMOUR   

“Our vision was a juxtaposition  
between the cool, industrial elements 
of the venue and soft, feminine  
touches like crystal chandeliers and 
light, luscious floral.” –tara
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“When you looked up it was as if there were flowers and chandeliers 
exploding from the ceiling,” the couple recalls. “The space was  
far more beautiful than anything we could have ever dreamed of.” 
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cafe belong catered a raw bar with East and West 

Coast oysters that were served with traditional 

sauces and garnishes. 

Guests could also 

indulge in canapés  

and classic cocktails, 

including greyhounds, 

negronis and old 

fashioneds.

Place settings featured white and 

silver dinner plates adorned with 

the couple’s personalized 

monogram. Each plate was topped 

with a custom, round menu 

designed by palettera custom 

correspondences and a single, 

fully-bloomed white peony. 

cafe belong catered the wedding 

dinner. “The best part of planning 

our wedding had to be the dinner 

tasting. It was one of the most 

incredible meals we’ve ever had,” 

shares Tara.

A large welcome sign with the couple’s monogram 

greeted guests at the entrance of the venue.
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DECADENT
DETAILS 
patricia’s cake creations designed the couple’s 
wedding cake that featured hand-piped, blush pink 
ruffles and ornate, silver filigree detailing. Patricia’s 
Cake Creations also produced the chocolate truffle 
wedding favors that were housed in white boxes, 
wrapped with a silver ribbon.

One of the couple’s favourite decor elements was the 
custom dance floor (designed by palettera custom 
correspondences and produced by dance floor 
décor) that included lyrics from the Elton John 
classic “Your Song.” A giant chandelier made with 
over 6,000 crystals twinkled above. Several couches 
from contemporary furniture rentals inc. 
surrounded the dance floor so guests could rest        
their feet.

Vancouver’s the collective you travelled to 
Toronto for the event, and took personalized black 
and white portraits of each guest that served as 
wedding favors. cloud nine creative inc. was on 
hand to capture the entire day on film and produced 
a same-day edit that was shown to guests during 
dinner! The Toronto band the soular had the dance 
floor packed all night long.  

The couple followed the wedding with a honeymoon 
in Southeast Asia planned through l&l travel 
management ltd. “Our honeymoon was the perfect 
mix of relaxation, adventure, luxury accommodations, 
and local experiences,” the newlyweds share. 

to see more, visit
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The graffiti-covered walls of the 

industrial venue were highlighted 

with uplighting from q ideas inc. 

and changed colours when the 

dancing began. 

The internationally published team at 5ive15ifteen 

combine technique and creativity to bring their 

own collective flair and style to photographing 

events. Using a synthesis of classic, contemporary 

and editorial techniques and styles, owner Michael 

Caringi and all 5ive15ifteen photographers have a 

true talent for capturing beauty, intimacy, humor 

and emotion in a way that is unobtrusive; producing 

breathtaking memories that blend art with heart. 

With experience shooting across North America, 

Europe, Asia and the Caribbean, 5ive15ifteen 

photographers are available for local and 

worldwide bookings. 

5 I V E 1 5 I F T E E N . COM   |   416.487.0515

A B O U T  T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R

5ive15ifteen Photo Company


